The dynamic update of data in real application is one of the most important characteristics in current information age; the incremental attribute reduction for incomplete information system is accordingly becoming the focal point. Combining the rough set extensional model based on limited tolerance relation, a positive region based incremental attribute reduction algorithm for incomplete information system is developed. The experimental results show that this algorithm can achieve the dynamic update of attribute reduction rapidly and effectively when new objects are merged.
INTRODUCTION
In current information age, data increased explosively in every field. However, the collected data is valuable and meaningful only when the underlying useful information can be extracted. Rough set theory [1] is a powerful tool to extract useful information hidden in data, which captured much concern in the past decades. In many real-life applications, data sets have missing values. The classical rough set is not useful in the analysis of incomplete information system with missing values.
Some extensions of rough sets under incomplete information system have been introduced in the past decades. The popular models, including limited tolerance relation, attract more attention in the field of knowledge reduction for incomplete _________________________ Fumin Ma, Jingwen Chen, Wei Han, College of Information Engineering, Nanjing University of Finance and Economics, Jiangsu, Nanjing 210023 China information systems [2] [3] [4] . In recently, the dynamic update of the data is one of the vital characteristics, accordingly, incremental attribute reduction, especially for the incomplete information system, has been became the focal point [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Focusing on the merging or deleting attributes in incomplete information system, a positive region based attribute reduction algorithm, using tolerance relation, was proposed in literature [4] . By introducing the concept of generalized decision, different cases with new object merging were analyzed in literature [3] .
Combining the rough set extensional model based on limited tolerance relation, a positive region based incremental attribute reduction algorithm for incomplete information system is developed in this paper. The experimental results show that this algorithm can achieve the dynamic update of attribute reduction rapidly and effectively when new objects are merged.
PRELIMIMINARIES
In this section, we illustrate the main concepts of rough set theory, which are necessary for our further formulation.
Definition 1 (positive region) Given a decision system
, the B positive region of decision attribute D is defined as:
, then P is a relative attribute reduction of C. Definition 3 (limited tolerance relation) In incomplete information system DT, A B  , the binary relation L, namely the limited tolerance relation, is defined as:
where
INCREMENTAL ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION ALGORITHM Generalized Decision of Incomplete Information System
Definition 4 (generalized decision) Given an incomplete system DT, x U  , the generalized decision of x under L can be defined as:
. The generalized decision system can be denoted as
Take for example an incomplete decision system represented in Table I , which was used in literature [14] , the generalized decision table is shown in Table II . 
It can be seen that | ( )| 1 C x   means there are inconsistent objects in this class.
So, all the objects in this class do not belong to 
Incremental Attribute Reduction Algorithm
Based on generalized decision, an incremental attribute reduction updating algorithm under limited tolerance relation is proposed, which fully considered the possible situations caused by new object merging. Algorithm 1. Incremental attribute reduction algorithm for incomplete system. Input: incomplete system DT, a known reduction P and a new merged object x. Output: a updated attribute reduction P' for
Step 1: Based on limited tolerance relation, update the generalized decision for { } U x  according to attribute C.
Step2: To judge whether x is consistent with U according to C. If | ( )| 1 C x   , go to step 3, else further to judge whether x is consistent with U according to P.
Step 2.1: if | ( )| 1
P x   , go to Step 2.2; else if | ( )| 1

P x 
 , that is to say x is consistent with U under relation L according to P, then let P'=P and go to step 4.
Step 2.2: let DT'', the limited tolerance class of x, according to P, denotes as the sub decision table, to compute the attribute reduction R of DT'',
Step 3: considering that x is inconsistence with U according to attribute C, let
Step 3.1: if ' 
Y Y
 , go to step 3.2, else keep original attribute reduction result, let P'=P, go to step 4 directly.
Step3.2: recomputed a reduction P' of
, and realize the reverse deletion test for
, then c is indispensable, else delete c from ' P . Step4: Output the reduction P'.
EXPERIMENTS ANALYSIS Examples Analysis
For the purpose of describing in detail the process of algorithm, the table I is taken for example, an original attribute reduction result is P={c3, c4}.
(1) Given a new merging object x={2, * , 1, *, 1}. 
, so, P is a reduction of
can be obtained, thus x is inconsistent with U and is also inconsistent with object x1 in . The attribute reduction needs to be recomputed. Finally, {c1, c3, c4} can be obtained as a reduction.
Experiments Analysis
In order to further validate the superiority of our algorithm, four incomplete UCI data sets, namely vote, mushroom, breast, and soybean-large data, are used to further illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Some characteristic information is given in Table III as follows. For describing the dynamic characteristic, 95% of each data set is selected firstly to get the basic reduction, the remainder 5% as the dynamic merging data is used to get the incremental reduction. The results together with the computing time are recorded in Table IV . The results of static attribute reduction, where the basic data together with the merged data are used to compute repeatedly the reduction, are also recorded. It can be seen that there is obvious superiority for our incremental algorithm comparing with the static algorithm.
CONCLUSION
By using the idea of the generalized decision for reference, combing the rough set extensional model based on limited tolerance relation, a positive region based incremental attribute reduction algorithm is developed in this paper. The validity of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by the example and experiments results.
